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Abstract. One of the most essential aspects of ship is its resistance. There much have been 
done researches to analyze the reduction of resistance in order to get a good performance; yet 
the multihull is still one of interesting researches to get the rightest configuration, as to produce 
minimum resistance. This research is experimental study to obtain the lowest resistance with 
configuration consisting of stagger, clearance and trim of pentamaran. The pentamaran are 
performing as a trimaran formation by using Wigley hull with combinations transom on main hull 
and non-transom on side hulls. Its purpose is also to determine the destructive effects caused by 
wave interference. The research test conducted on stagger (a ratio of distance of stern main hull 
to stern side hull to main hull length)-positioning variations of 0.35 and 0.4. As for clearance (a 
ration of distance centerline of main hull to centerline of side hull to main hull width)-positioning 
variations, they exceed 1.05; 1.20; 1.35; and 1.50. The trim variations researched are 0o; 0.5 o; 
and 1.0 o. The result of this study was presented by tables and graphs of resistance components 
of side hull on stagger-clearance and trim condition. 

1 Introduction  
The multihull offers the potential for relatively low 
resistance at high speeds, large deck and volume, also 
better stability performance than monohull. More 
researches will be needed to determine the performance 
of multi-hull ship [1]. Experimental is very important for 
designs with good hydrodynamics, both of performance 
and safety. Experimental for multi hull ships was first 
performed by [2] on a catamaran to obtain optimal hull 
with minimum resistance, and also by [3] - [7]. Next [8] 
had analyzed with towing test for Wave Cancellation 
Multihull (WCM) on Trimaran. Then, [9] as well as [10] 
optimizing the configuration on Trimaran. And [11] 
using thin ship theory to determines optimum 
configuration of multihull to obtain the minimum wave 
resistance. [12] used computational numerical 
formulations approach based on theoretical methods of 
Michell and experimental in determining resistance and 
motion of catamaran, trimaran, quadrimaran and 
pentamaran using Wigley hull form on several 
configuration variations.  

Many factors influence on ship's durability. The 
relative position of sidehull to mainhull is one of the 
factors that are sensitive to multihull problems. [13] The 
relative resistance advantages can be associated with 
different stagger positions of the sidehulls does depend 
on the relative of speeds. By varying the shape of hull 
ship and sidehull location to mainhull allow in 
minimizing the amplitude and energy causing 
disturbance to the resistance. So that small change in 

position and modification of the shape of the individual 
hull can alter the resulting wave system.  Therefore, the 
reduction from wave effect will be possible with proper 
placement resulting in lower wave resistance. 

An objective of this research was to provide a 
performance base of trimaran-pentamaran comparison 
between main hull with transom and no transom. Which 
the side hulls no transom were selected as outrigger. 

2 Test models  

The experiment test was tested in calm water, in 
accordance to International Towing Tank Conference 
(ITTC) 1978 for ship resistance components. 

2.1. Hull details  

The research is to study the best position of stagger, 
clearance and trim configuration of trimaran-pentamaran 
based on calm water tests on two different models tested. 
As well as proper configuration in producing destructive 
effects of wave interference. The model of trimaran-
pentamaran hulls had been built in fiber reinforced 
plastic (FRP). Its parameters were given in Table 1. and 
the design shown in Fig. 1-2. Which displacement of 
each side hull is about 9% and the length is 28% of main 
hull of displacement and length. The models used 
Wigley hull that have five hulls consists of a main hull 
with variation transom on centerline and four outriggers 
non-transom arranged aside. 
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Fig.1. Pentamaran model with transom mainhull (PT)    Fig.2. Pentamaran model with Wigley mainhull (PW) 

Table 1. Model parameters  

Parameter Mainhull  
with transom 

Mainhull  
no transom Sidehull  

Length (LOA) m 1.800 1.800 0.500 
Breadth (B) m 0.180 0.180 0.050 
Height (H) m 0.170 0.170 0.116 
Draft (T) m 0.080 0.080 0.030 
Block coeff. (cb) 0.500 0.457 0.420 
Displ. () kg 11.460 10.480 0.213 
Wetted surf. m2 0.381 0.368 0.033 

2.2 Configuration setting 

The configuration for experiment consist of 16 models 
test with two variations on stagger and four on clearance. 
The configurations of test models have been reported in 
Table 2, which the models name as PT (pentamaran with 
transom) and PW (pentamaran Wigley). The tests on 
speed range corresponds to Fn between 0.4 and 0.7.  

This study is for investigation the best position of 
stagger, clearance, and influence of stern with transom or 
non-transom also effect of trim angle on 0⁰ ; 0,5⁰ ; 
1,0⁰ .  It was known that the trim was affected by the 
side-hull position especially when the closer sidehull to 
the mainhull. 

Table 2. Model names and configurations  

Model Stagger Clearance 
PT/ PW A 0.35L 1.05B 
PT/ PW B 0.35L 1.20B 
PT/ PW C 0.35L 1.35B 
PT/ PW D 0.35L 1.50B 
PT/ PW E 0.40 L 1.05B 
PT/ PW F 0.40 L 1.20B 
PT/ PW G 0.40 L 1.35B 
PT/ PW H 0.40 L 1.50B 

2.3 Setting-up of tests 

The test was constructed in water tank of Universitas 
Indonesia that the dimensions are 50 m x 10 m x 2 m in 
length, width and depth, respectively. Instrumentations 
include a dynamometer for resistance measurement, an 
electric set of DAQ, voltage regulator, electric motor, 
speed timer and load cell were connected to a set 
computer where LabView software recorded all the data 
and made time-averaged measurements of the data. The 
resistance dynamometer measured on horizontal tensile 
strength with a tolerance of not more than 0.2% or 0.05 
N of the maximum capacity of the dynamometer 
measurements whichever is greater. 

 

Fig.3. Setting-up experiment model 

3 Resistance calculation  
The total resistance of a hull consists of two main 
components: frictional, and residuary resistance. The 
following equation for total resistance is 

R R RT r F   (1)  

where RT is the total resistance, RF is the frictional 
resistance and Rr is the residuary resistance. The 
frictional resistance is caused by the viscous drag of 
water as the ship move, that causes an increasing 
boundary layer to the stern of the ship where separation 
occurs. 
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The frictional resistance coefficient using the 
International Towing Tank Conference of 1957 (ITTC 
‘57) correlation line: 

21
2 FR V SCF   (2) 

20.075 (logRe 2)CF    (3) 
 
Then the total residuary resistance can be calculated 
using: 

R R Rr T F   (4) 

The total resistance can also as a summation of wave 
resistance (RW), and viscous resistance (RV). 

R R RT W V   (5) 

(1 )R k RV F   (6) 

where 1+k is a form factor that can be obtained 
experimentally by running tests at low speeds where 
viscous effects dominate. And about total resistance 
coefficient (CT) and wave coefficient (CW) can be write  

21 2TC R V ST   (7) 
21 2WC R V SW   (8) 

To analyst a multihull, the resistance of all hulls as a 
ship configuration from the sum of the resistances when 
towed individually. Eq. (9) was used to calculate 
interference resistance: 

( 4 )Tpenta Tmain TsideR R R RT     (9) 

as a percentage 

( 4 )
%

Tpenta Tmain Tside

Tpenta

R R R
RT R

 
  (10) 

where RT is the interference resistance, RTpenta is the 
total resistance as a pentamaran, RTmain is resistance of 
mainhull, and RTside is resistance of side hull as 
individually. Advantageous interference is indicated by 
negative value of interference [14] that the resistance of 
as a pentamaran is less than the summed of individual 
hulls resistances.   

This research was also investigated the trim effect on 
resistance. Trim was measured with respect to influence 
of the side-hull position even if its position closer to the 
main hull. To calculate for trim was using the equation 
of [15]. 

2( )2 /Trim Z Z g Vbow stern    (11) 

where g is gravity in m/s2, V is the velocity in m/s, 
Zbow is variation in free model of bow draft (m), 

Zstern is stern draft (m). 

4 Analysis of test results 
Results from all the tests on PT (pentamaran with 
transom) model include the interference are presented in 
Fig. 4 – 7. 
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Fig.4. Total resistance coefficients CT of all configurations 
of model PT 
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Fig.5. The wave coefficients CW of all configurations of 

model PT 
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Fig.6. The viscous coefficients CV of all configurations of      
                 model PT 
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The best configuration with the lowest total resistance 
coefficient at Fn 0.7 is model PT F, stagger 0.4L and 
clearance 1.2B that show in Fig. 4, although at range Fn 
0.5 - 0.6 has a high value. Calculation to wave 
coefficient, Cw (Fig. 5) give similar trend results with 
the coefficient of total resistance CT, and model PT F 
still the best model with minimum wave. For viscous 
results in Fig 6 show that model PT D (stagger 0.35L 
and clearance 1.5B) generate the lowest viscous than 
others. But basically, the economic aspect of a ship is 
determined from the factor of total resistance its 
produced.  

About interference in Fig 7 the lowest results at Fn 
0.7, is generated by model PT F, although for Fn 0.4-0.5 
the results give significant differences (high IF). Even at 
Fn 0.6 that model PT A shows the lowest IF. That’s 
indicated that model PT F is a beneficial model at high 
speed, i.e. its total resistance was lower than the sum of 
the resistances of outriggers tested individually. 
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   Fig.7. IF results of pentamaran all configurations of model 
PT 
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Fig.8. Total resistance coefficients CT of model PW  Fig.9. The wave coefficients CW of model PW 
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Fig.10. The viscous coefficients CV of model PW    Fig.11. IF results of pentamaran all configurations of model PW 

The tests result on model PW (pentamaran Wigley) are 
shown in Fig. 8 – 11. Figure 6 shows that great stagger 
tend to give minimum results on total resistance 
coefficient at high speeds. It is also clear from the 
overall test results in both model PT and PW that 
position of staggers is more influential to the total 
resistance coefficient rather than clearance. In Fig. 8 

show model PW F (stagger 0.4L and clearance 1.2B) 
obtain the lowest both of total resistance coefficient and 
wave coefficient (Fig. 9), even also the lowest 
interference (Fig. 11). However viscous results are 
shown in Fig 10, model PW C (stagger 0.35L and 
clearance 1.35B) generate the lowest viscous on high 
speed. 
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Fig.12. Comparison of CT among different models    Fig.13. Comparison of CW among different models 
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Fig.14. Trim results of all configurations of PT model    Fig.15. Trim results of all configurations of PW model

[16] A transom stern influential to reduce the occurrence 
of wave and spray behind the transom and returning 
flows towards the stern, thereby reducing total ship 
resistance. This is consistent with the comparison result 
of PT and PW models in Figures 12 and 13, generally 
visible of PT model (pentamaran with transom) generate 
more smaller resistance and wave than PW model 
(pentamaran Wigley). The results show that the PT F 
model has the least total resistance and wave value 
compared to the overall model at Fn 0.7. 

It has been noted from the model test with the lowest 
resistance on both configuration models, then performed 
with trim test at angle of 0o; 0.5o; and 1.0o are presented 
in Figures 14 and 15. The both models PT and PW show 
the resistance tends to decrease, although at Fn 0.6 the 
trend of angle trim 0.5 increase and then subsequently 
down. The best results of model PT are obtained at a 
fixed draught whereas model PW shows the best results 
at trim angle of 0.5.  

5 Conclusions 
This study presents experimental on trimaran-
pentamaran models on variations mainhull with transom 
and non-transom. Investigations were performed on the 
effect of stagger and clearance to the total resistance, 

wave resistance, viscous, resistance interference factors 
between hulls and conducted with trim to the best 
formation. The magnitude reduction of resistance on the 
trimaran-pentamaran are mainly provided by position of 
staggers than clearance. Generally model PT 
(pentamaran with transom) is superior than PW 
(pentamaran non-transom/ Wigley) that obtained at 
stagger 0.4L and clearance 1.2B. Significant of 
interference effects also occur in pentamaran with 
mainhull transom was shown by more negative 
interference. At the trim condition tends to reducing 
resistance at high speed, especially at the trim angle of 
0.5. 

Further work should be regarded to tested criteria 
and method to a be able to investigate on the hulls form 
and outriggers. And this search can be conducted with 
fast computational to obtain an optimal stagger and 
clearance.  
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